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Governor Takes Slice
From Agencies' Pie
SANTA FE (UPI) - The House
of Representatives Thursday passed
a measure backed by Gov. Toney
Anaya to cover the $112- million
shortfall predicted for the cumnt
fiscal year, after a bipartisan attempt
to defeat it.
·
The House Appropriations and
Finance Committee substitute to the
original bill, introduced to simplify
consideration because of the amendments to the original, seeks $125
million through a cut in all state
agency budge~ of 4 percent for the

five months remaining in fiscal
1982-83. The bill also transfers $90
million now in various General Fund
accounts.
The transfers would include $55
million appropriated for construction projects in the Corrections and
Highway departments. The funds
would be replaced with money
generated through severance tax
bonds.
Rep. Boyd Scott, R-Fannington,
argued that the issuance of bonds to
replace money already spent was deficit spending.
Bill sponsor Rep. Richard Kloeppel, D-Bernalillo, however, said the
money would not be spent until the
bond revenues had been received.
A substitute bill to the HAFC bill,
introduced by Minority Leader Rep.
Hoyt Pattison, R-Cio,vis, would
have sought no severance bond
issuance for replacing the construction funds.
The bill; instead; would have
issued severance tax bonds to cover
$6S million taken from emergency
reserve funds. The $65 million in
reserve fund transfers was $30 million more than was asked for in the
HAFC bill.
The Republican substitute, which
also would have increased the cut to
state agencies to 7 percent for the

remaining five months of this fiscal
year, failed in a narrow 30-to-39
vote.
Two amendments proposed by
Rep, Jack Skinner, D-Cadsbad,
failed with similar vote splits,
Under one amendment, a section
of the HAFC bill allowing the governor access to $15 million in additional reserve funds would hilVe
been eliminated. Another amendment, proposed later, would have
reduced the access to $5 million.
Scott,' before the amendments
were proposed, asked if giving the
governor access to more funds was a
"blank check.''
"I don't think so," Kloeppel
said.
"Then the ~heck's already
signed," Scott said.
Rep. Dick Minzner, D~
Albuquerque, said the additional access was needed so that the Legislature would not have to be called back
into session to approve the transfer
of more funds.
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PRO-WILDERNESS demonstr•tors g•thered Thursd•y •fternoon in front of Dennis Ch•vez
Feder•l Building to protest 11•• drilling by Y•tes Petroleum Corp. in the Salt Creek wilderness
are• ne•r Roswell. Two loal men were •rrested late Thursd•yfor tresp•ssing•t the drilling
site. SEE STORY PAGE 3.

Students Asked To Dec·ide Fate
Of SUB's X-rated Film Shows

SANTA FE (UPI) - A pack of
cigarettes would cost 6 cents
more if a biJJ introduced ·in the
House Thursday becomes Jaw.
By Ramona Nye
House Billl34, sponsored by
Rep. Dick Minzner, DUniversity of New. Mexico stuAibuquerque, would raise the ex- dents wiJJ be asked today and Moncise tax on cigarettes to 9 cents day to decide the fate of showing the
from 6 cents for each set of 10 films Debbie Does Dallas and Incigarettes sold.
satiable at the New Mexico Union
Currently, city and county theater.
governments receive 4 of the. 6
The issue, apd not the morality
cents, and the state receives the involved, on showing these films is
remaining 2 cents.
being put before the students, said
Under HB134, the stale would Michael Gallegos, president of the
receiveS cents.
Associated Students ofthe Universi. .
The measUre has been referred • ty of New Mexico.
to Consumer and Public Affairs
The survey is being conducted,
and Taxation and Revenue com- Gallegos said, ~ause many stumittees.
dentsbave expressed concern about
the ASUNM Film Committee's
choice of showing X•rated films on

--

'

campus. The survey is published in . film survey, Johnson said. The
tooay's and Monday's New Mexico group will distribute .information about the ..other side'' ofpornography
Daily Lobo.
Gallegos said he will decide Tues- at the survey collection sites, Johnday on the two films' fate.- based son said.
She said the group will continue
on results from the survey and ~irect
to educate the public about various
communication with students.
Nine people concerned about "human safety'' issues even if the
''human safety'' and the SUB show- films are canceled.
X-rated films have been shown at
ing of X-ratedfilms met yesterday at
the UNM Women's Center. The UNM for the past five years, and
group does not have a name yet but although complaints have been
plans to educate the public about voiced each time, Women's Center
pornography and violence against Director Kathryn Brooks said, this is
women, said Eithne Johnson, group first time there has been so much
response from students and the
spokeswoman.
The group is concerned about. a media.
Despite local radio broadcasts
possible bias in the qUestions on the
stating· that Gallegos had promised
UNM Regent Henry Jaramillo he
would remove the films, Gallegos
said Jaramillo had asked solely ab~
out .how student government was
dealing with the films.
The College· of Arts and Sciences
••At no time did Regent Jaramillo
has four vacant positions that will tell me what to do about the films,''
not be filled because of the freeze, Gallegos said.
said Assistant Dean Lynette Wilson.
Surveys can be returned to boxes
The College of Engineering and at the SUB information booth or at
the School of Architecture and Plan- ASUNM's office in the SUB, Room
continued on p•ge 3 242.

Cut S~aff Succors UNM Budget Burden
By Laura Tolley

The University of New Mexico's
hiring freeze is part of several cutback procedures the University has
started to help in saving $3 million
by Jt~ne30.
The freeze requires that vacant
positions no't be filled without
approval from administration offiCials.
UNM President John Perovich
said it is difficult to make these sav-

ings and still not affecnhe students.
"We're being very conservative
as far as expenditures go for the balance of the the year,'' Perovich
said.
If thete is a vacant position in one
of the colleges, Perovich said, ''the
administration will look at unfilled
positions, and if there is a real need
for the position to be filled, it will
be.,,
~
At the Anderson School of Manage~ent, Administration Coordina-

tor Alice Williams said the school
has been recruiting for a position in
finance and accounting, but will
have to gain administration approval
before hiring anyone. She also said
it is hatd to provide the salaries the
positions demand.

Crackdown Takes Hammer to Defaults
On Federally-insured Student Loans
By ~ark Chouinard
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Some 420 federally• insured student loans made in the
New Mexico region are currently in litigation for collection, according to the U.S. attorney's office in Albu•
querque.
· The loans come to a cumulative total of more than
, $2.17 million, and Bill Lutz, assistant U.S attorney,
said that ''the lJepartment of Education has a big push
on'' to collect the loans, most of which were made in the
mid· to late 1970s.
The default rate for the loans, which were easily
obtained in the tecent past, is uonly a small percentage," Lutz said. The number ofloans, however, makes
even this small percentage rate enough of a caseload for

the. U.S. attorney's office that one of the lawyers in the
office has been assigned to the collection of the loans on
a full•time basis, said Lutz.
He said the success rate of the legal actions of the
office "are fairly good. Most (lawsuits) result is some
sort of accelerated payment schedule.,,
Lutz said no interest penalties are incJuded in the
judgments. The U.S. attorneys, however• are now col·
lecting legal fees for collection plus court coslSI' 'at the
same rate as private attorneys."
Many students who defaulted on their loans prior to
1978 declared bankruptcy to avoid paying the loans, but
Lutz said that since the Bankruptcy Code was revised in
1978, this is generally no lon2er POssible.
continued on P•l• 3
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Wire Report

Yates Drilling Protesters Jailed

by United Press\ International

ROSWELL (UPI) ~Two men demonstrating near whe.re Yates Petrolellm Corp. is drilling for gas in the
Salt Creek Wilderness were arrested
late Thu!'liday. Chaves County Sheriff Glen Dennis said they would
spend the night in jail.
He said bond for Neil Cobb and
Robert Seeley, both from Albuquerque, was set at SSOOeach, but that a
woman who carne: to get them released from jail ap~ntly did not
have enough money.
Dennis ·said Cobb and Seeley
"told our deputies they were sure
glad to see them when they came to
arrest them. They didn't act like
their hearts were really in this
thing."
He said the area was soaked with
rain and snow all day and the two
men had been standing outside on a
road leading into the drilling site for
some time before they were
arrested. Both were charged with
trespassing.
·
Crews from the Artesia company
bulldozed a road into the wilderness
area in November and began drilling

Poland Suspends U.S. Wire Service in Retaliation
VIENNA, Austria ~The Polish
Foreign Ministry Thursday ordered
the suspension of United Press International's operations in Poland and
stripped its one remaining correspondent in Wal'liaW of his accreditation.
The Ministry said UPl operations
would be suspended until a new correspondent is accredited to replace ·
expelled UPl reporter Ruth Gruber
in Warsaw and the Polish news
agency PAP in Washington resumes
operation.
Miss Gruber was expelled from
Poland for alleged "espionage
activity." She had been detained by
police for questioning for 23 hours
Jan, II and ordered expelled the
next day.
The U.S. State Department responded to Miss Gruber's forced departure by ordering the expulsion
Jan. 18 of PAP's Washington-based
correspondent, effectively closing
down the one-man operation.
Polish-born UPI Warsaw correspondent Bogdan Turek, 46, was
summoned to the Foreign Ministry
Thursday morning to hear a prepared statement on the' 'temporary''
decision to withdraw his accreditation card and suspend UPl operations. He said officials were "very
polite" and he was not detained.
"The leadership of the Polish
Foreign Ministry decided to suspend
instantaneously the operation of
(the) UPI office until the day when a
successor to Miss Ruth Gruber is

accredited and until the office of the
Polish news agency in Washington
resumes its operation,'' Turek
quoted the Ministry statement.
A spokesman said U.S. Embassy
officials in Warsaw were called to
the ministry shortly after Turek and
informed of "the bad news."
"The embassy clearly expressed,
in no uncertain terms, its most extreme dismay at this .latest arbitrary
act," embassy spokesman Steve
Dubrow said in a telephone inter·
view.
The State Department in
Washington had no comment.
In a statement released in New
York, UPl President William J.
Small said:
"The action of the U.S. State Depl!rtment in expelling the Polish
journalist was not at UPI's request.
We at UPI believe in full access to
news coverage in every country by
professional journalists. We hope
that both governments will reconsider and allow resumption of news
coverage, including the approval of
a replacement for UPI's correspondent who was earlier el'pelled."
Turek, a UPI correspondent in
Warsaw for .12 years, was allowed to
file a report on the ministry statement before ceasing his journalistic
activities.
"We are of the opinion that the
retaliatory action of Jan, 18 on the
el'pUlsion from Washington of
PAP's only correspondent resulted
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in a temporary closure of this office
in the United States. But the departure from Poland of (the) UPI
woman correspondent as a result of
her operation violating legal order in
the country did not limit the activity
of the UPI Warsaw office which had
a twoman staff," ministry officials
told Turek.

The Polish Foreign Ministry
termed the Polish decision to sus-

Fire Marshals Give Ultimatum
To Squatters in Jobless Camp
HOUSTON - Fire marshals,
carrying "Keep Out" signs, returned to Tent City Thursday to give
squatters in the campground for the
jobll'SS notice of a noon Friday deadline to eliminate fire hazards or
move out.
"We issued final notices for
everyone to vacate or comply and
we're judging abopt 95 percent cannot p9ssibly comply,'' said al'liOn investigator Bill Cunningham. ''We
will be making arrests on the spot of
anyone who may be violating the
order."
Cunningham also said fire officials, aided by sherifrs deputies,
will confiscate and dispose of any
non-complying structures still in
Roadside Park No. 54 on U.S. 90
about 30 miles east of Houston.
The wilmings came as a resplt of a
fire which killed a man in the camp

Wednesday. Arson was suspected
because of a "violent argument"
between the victim and other Tent
City residents the night of his death,
Cunningham said.
Within hours, Fire Marshal J .J.
Pruitt sent a clean-up order to the
150 homeless and unemployed people who live in the makeshift camp
of tents, vans and wood frames covered by cardboard and plastic.
Some residents tore down plasticcovered tents and scattered open
campfires, but Cunningham said
none appeared able to meet the strict
fire safety requirements.
"It's that we're not in control of
our own lives. They're forcing us
out on the streets with no place to go,
with no money to get anywhere,"
said resident David Wahl, 38, who
said he was leaving Tent City for
Dallas,
Cunningham said few of the peo-

pie were leaving and officials were
prepared to handle any resistence
Friday.
"I think we'll have enough show
of force they'll be reluctant to get
violent. We do not expect it, but
we'll be prepared for it," Cunningham said.
"We'll be making arrests and
Harris County sheriff's deputies will
be there to back us up and possibly
Texas Department of Public Safety
officers.''
Officials will also be at the campsite to take charge of children and
pets who might be displaced, he
said.
Investigators also searched for
new evidence in the predawn
Wednesday tent bla:~;e that killed
James R- "Scotty" Bolland, 41, a
British native who last worked as a
migrant fruit picker in Washington
state.

Crackdown-

"""agon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

Stanley was in "good condition''
at the Military Hospital in San Salvador with a gunshot wound in his
left leg and is expected to be released
in about two weeks, U.S. Army and
Embassy spokesmen said.
It was the first time rebels wounded an American military adviser
since U.S. •1"trainers" came to El
Salvador two years ago to teach
counter-insurgency tactics to Salvadoran. troops. . . ..
Hamilton said Stanley was on a
mission to check a communications
station that was having trouble and
was shot after the problem was resolved and the helicopter was flying
back to the capital.
''The pilot at this point decided
this was not the place to be checking
out roadblocks, turned around and

BREAKFAST SERVED

Work Study Qualified

Child Care Co-op

Workers must me~:t one hour per week to discuss the needs
of young people, This meeting will be held Wednesdays at
5:30pm.

Call George at 271-3365 7am-6pm

University of New Mel'ico President John Perovich has proclaimed Feb. 7
to 12 as Adult Education Week at UNM in conjuction with a series of
activities sponsored by the UNM department of secondary and adult education.
Gregory Bowes, adult education program chairman, said the week will
feature the grctnd opening of a newly-organized adult education resource
center in Mesa Vista Hall, Room 3044, and a public lecture on the current
national status of adult education by University of Wisconsin Professor Dr,
Alan B. Knox.
The lecture will be at 7 p.m. Feb. 11, in the media center of Montgomery
School, 3315 Louisiana Blvd. NE.
Knox is the author of Development and Learning and Developing, Administering and Evaluating Adult Education. He has conducted research on
education for less-advantaged adults, adult development during young adulthood and learning strategies for adults.
Knol' will also speak on professional competency in adult education at a
special adult education student retreat Feb. 12 at the Montgomery School.
Bowes said the resource center was established to provide materials and
services for adult education practitioners throughout the state as well as for
students of adult education. lt cont<1ins books, videocassettes, audio tapes,
journals, new~papers and handbooks on topics ranging from vocational
education to legislation affecting adult education.

Staff-----

Green Beret Wounded in El Salvador

OLD TOWN

Company officials said they expect to reach the gas-bearing Abo
Formation within two weeks.
Several other peoph: gathered
outside the Dennis Chavez Federal
Bpilding about noonThursday to demonstrate against the-drilling,
Among the Albuquerque demonstrators was Robert Seeley's
brother, Dave Seeley. "We've got
to stop them (Yales) now ," be said,
"to keep them from raping our
wilderness area for everything ranging from oil and gas to kitty
litter.''

UNM President Heralds
Week of Adult Education

continued from page 1
"We just don't see people bankrupting out of these anymore," be
said, ''Someone would have to be in
a whole lot more financial difficulty
than just the loan before they could
do that."
The interval between the default
of the loan to when it is turned over
to the U.S, attorney for collection
varies, Lutz said. "But Ithink you'll
see that action is going to be started
sooner, he said. "It could change
from a matter of yeal'li to a matter of
months."
Lutz said the average people who
have actions pend.ing against them
are between their late 20s or early continued from page 1
30s, and some of these people have ning have not been affected yet by
the freeze but may have problems
completed professional schools.

Covered

SAN SALVADOR, .El Salvador
-Leftist guerrillas firing on a gov!!';;;;;;;;;;,;;;;i~:Xiia;,;:;];i;;;;;;;=c=:;:a;~ ernment helicopter wounded an
;:;;
American Green Beret sergeant, the
first casualty among the 37 American military advisers stationed in El
Salvador, U.S. officials said
Thursday.
·
Sgt. JayT. Stanley, a U.S.Green
Beret, was shot Wednesday while
flying in a Salvadoran-piloted helicopter over the nation's most important bridge, U.S. Embassy SpOkesman Donald Hamilton said.
Guerrillas opened fire on the helicopter as it swooped down over the
Cuscatlan Bridge on the Pan American Highway 45 miles east of San
7 a.m. to 11 a.m. Daily
Salvador, the only road link open
between the capital and eastern El
2 Eggs, Hash Browns, Toast & Jelly ........•.. 1.19
Salvador, Hamilton said.
.,

pend UPl's operations in Warsaw an
"equalizer" for the U.S. move
against PAP.
Polish authorities are considering
a visa request for Walter Wisniewski, UPI's Moscow bureau.manager,
to replace Miss Gruber in Warsaw.
The application was filed before
Miss Gruber's expulsion.

"As a consequence . . • we were
made to use the measures for the
equivalent treatment of both agencies which are a reply to a drastic
decision by the u:s. State Department."

to avoid losing a state lease for
mineral rights bene!lth 160 of the
wilderness's 8,500 acres.
They hlld not, however, been able
to get l! federal drilling permit from
the Interior Department, and environmentalists .and the government
went to court to stop the drilling.
U.S. DistrictJudgeJpan Burci;tga
issued an order stopping work at the
site, but Interior officials l.ater re• ·
versed themselves and issued a permit. .8urciaga dismissed his order
Wednesday,. even though drilling
bad resumed Monday.

Help Wanted

headed back to (San) Salvador," the
officer said.
The U.S.-supplied UH-lH
''Huey'' helicopter Stanley was
aboard "took some hits,'' the officer said. The helicopter was mounted
with two M-60 machine guns
mounted in the doors but it was not
clear if they were fired at the rebels.
American officials stressed that
the Salvadoran pilot decided on ltis
own to fly toward the guerrillas,
who on Tuesday carried out a similar
raid in the same vicinity and shutdown traffic for two hours.
Stanley, one of 37 U.S. advisers
currently stationed in El Salvador,
was wounded by a 7.62 mm bullet
fired from either a West Germanmade G-3 or a Belgian FAL automatic rifle, Hamilton said.

later when they want to recruit.
The money UNM has been asked
to save comes from the shortfall in
projec.ted state-tax income. The
Legislative Finance Committee in
December called for a reduction of
$41.6 million in state funding before
June 30. The deficit for higher
education is an estimated $6.5 million, UNM's share being $3 million.
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8117 Menaul NE
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WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

Presents

2 Eggs ••••••••••••••• -• • _••••••••••••••••••••• 2.19

Hash Browns, Toast & Jelly, Ham, Bacon or Sausage
3 Eggs Scrambled ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.49

Ham, Peppers, Onions & Hash Browns, Toast & Jelly
Country Gravy & Biscuits . . • . • . . • • . • • • . . • • • • • 1.29

S.o.s. Cream Beef on Toast or Biscuits ....•. ; 1.95
Breakfast, Boat • , •••••••••••••••••• -. ••••••••• 2.49

3 Scrambled Eggs, Hash Browns,
Ham 1 Bacon or Sausage on Fresh Baked Italian Roll

Steak· & .Eggs ••••••••••••••••••••. _. •••••••_-. •• -· 3.19
2 Eggs, Steak, Hash Browns, Toast & Jelly
Stacked Pancakes ••••.••.•••••.••• _. ••••••••• 1..19

Park, Forest Volunteers Placed
The Student Conservation Association Inc .. is accepting requests for
applications for the 1983 Park,
Forest and Resource Assistants
Program.
This program will place 900
volunteers in land management
positions in more than 200 national
parks, forests, resource management areas and private conservation
areas throughout the United States.
Participation enables volunteers
to get outdoor educational experience in natural resource mange·
ment.

Positions are offered on a competitive basis for men and women 18
yeal'li of age or older. Interest in
serving. in the program is, in most
cases, the only other prerequisite for
eligibility. Positions are currently
available for next summer and fall.
In the program, men. and women
spend between eight and 12 weeks
performing projects similar to those
of professional Park and Forest Service personnel. Assignments range
from giving. interpretive programs
for park visitors to conducting field
research to assisting rangers in backcountry patrol.
Interested people should send a
postcard requesting a "listing of

French Toast.•-•••••••••••••••••• -• •.•••••••••• 1.19

positions" and an application from
the Student Conservation Association Inc. , Box 550C, Charleston,
New Hampshire 03603. The telephone number is'(603) 826-5206.
The deadline for receipt of applications for the summer program is
March t 5. Early application is recommended.
The Student Conservation Association Inc., is a non-profit, tax exempt, educational, 501. (3) (C) organization and is an equal opportunity
program. All qualified applicants
will be considered for placement
without tegatd to race, creed, color
or national origin.
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CITIZEN'S GUIDE to Bernillillo County Metropolitan
Court is the name of the new New Mexico Public lntere.st
Research Group's new 70-page book that gets the final
going-over bv Richard Hall. The book, ·which was written, publishfJd and produced by NMPIRG, will be re•
leased in mid-February during a series of PIRG workshops.

..... ·

..

Wednesday, February 9-8:15 PM
Tickets: $12,$10, $7
UNM Students, Faculty, Staff-% Price
T~lephone 277-3121 for Irtformation
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Commentary---Film Committee Justification
Should Include Artistic Content

----------'Letters---------TV Offers Worse than Porno
Biochemistry Seeks Students

psycho-dramas like The Boys in the Band and
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf. if the committee is
really trying to extend its celluloide repertoire, it's
going to take more than this semester's schedule
to convince me.
As for the theatre across the street - it is a private business, no student funds are going to support it, and it is one oft he fewtheatres in town that
focuses on aesthetics rather than profits· for this
it should be respected. Whe11 this theatre shows
an X-rated film it is usually erotica and not por·
nography ·everybody knows the difference.
Thirdly, lucrative power should not be seen as
the ultimate justification. If the film committee
would like to show X-rated films they should re·
spectthe morals and taste of the student body and
deal with films like A Clockwork Orange, Midnight
Cowboy or La~;t Tango in Pari~>. These films not
only contain flesh and sex but are as well-craftP.d
as any Fitzgerald novel or Picasso painting.
lfthefilm committee needs a justification (as the
film committee chairman said in an article printed
in Lobo on Jan. 31) they should consider the artistic content of the films they choose. They should
put aesthetic awareness where their dollar signs
are.

By Eddie Tafoya
This commentary is a rebuttal to Wednesday's
editorial which said the film committee is only
doing its job when it chooses to show pornog·
raphic films on campus.
ASUNM Film Committee Chairman Kevin Breen
has been defended for his choice to show pornog·
raphic films for his beloved SUB theatre. This
stance WC!S taken on the premise th<!t the film
committee members "are doing their job" and are
trying to <!ppeal to as broad an audience as possi·
ble, and because this particular type of film has
proven lucrative in the past.
The question was also raised as to why nobody
has ever raised any ruckus when "the theatre
across the street" delves into sexual decadence.
First of ail, the film committee's trying to appeal
to as·large an audience as possible is utterly
absurd. If these people really see this as a possible
goal, they are ignoring half of the campus film
enthusiasts by not showing any of filmland's
greats, such as ingmar Bergman, Federico Feilini,
Werner Herzog or even Woody Allen.
The committee has also glossed over the great
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Editor:
A pornographic film will be
shown on campus tl!is week. Are
we in for another ecstatic outburst of "taktQver" zealots? In
the name of racism or sexism or
another "ism" much anger and
condemnation will be directed at
the film committe'e and its choice
of an evening's film. Statistics
produced by both camps will
prove AI The film exploits,
through a brutal interpretl!tion
of, sexuality in the depiction of
women, or B) it proves to be r.me
of the enduring examples of free
press and speech. Exploitation,
or beUer, good ole' American
capitalism seems to be most applicable to either argument.
What is exploited in pornogra·
phy is not singularly women.
Men, indeed male sensuality and
his undeserved role as aggressor
and satisfier is also subject to a
beating. What is exploited is sexuality as a whole. The idea is sex
as product. Bought, sold, con·
sumed. Yes, porno exploits. But
'·

-----Opinion----Gov't Butting Into .Bedrooms
The regulation will not increase open communication about sex in families. Many parents
are reluctant to talk about the subject and avoid
their children's questions. In addition, a person's
sex life is very personal and many adolescents are
scared of their parents' possible reactions.
It is not up to the government to inform parents
when their children are seeking birth control. Such
information must voluntarily come from the child.
If communication in the household is closed, the
government cannot hope to improve it or bring the
family closer together. Open interpersonal rela·
tionships are developments that must grow - they
cannot be created in an instant.
The regulation also is unusual in two ways.
First, it is biased againstfemalessint:ethere are no
birth control prescriptions for males. Second, it is
curious to note that the clinics are not required to
notify parents when adolescents se'ek testing or
treatment for sexually transmitted diseases - only
when they seek birth control.
The regulation can have Only two results: it will
increase the number of adolescentswho go with·
out birth control, resulting in more unwanted,
dangerous pregnancies and possibly more abor·
tions; or it will increase the sales of over-the·
counter contraceptives which are not as effective.
The regulation must be stopped for it can only
increase the tremendous amount of unwanted
teenage pregnancies and make the problem
worse. Better communication in the family must
be stressed and adolescents must be given better
sex education. Government notification to parents
cannot solve the problem.

By Craig ChrissinQ"er
A new regulation concerning federally funded

clinics went into effect this week in Albuquerque.
Family-planning centers must notify parents within 10 days when minors under the age of 18 seek
birth control pills, intrauterine devices or di·
aphragms.
In response, the National Planned Parenthood
Federation has filed a suit to stop the regulation.
But no injunction has yet been brought against it.
Proponents of the regulation say it will promote
family communication. Besides which, they say,
parents have a right to know about prescriptions
affecting their children's health and the children's
sex lives.
On the other hand, opponents are fearful that
the rule will keep adolescents from seeking birth
control iftheir parents must know about it. However, they say the lack of birth control will not stop
adolescents from remaining sexually active.
Alan Noyes, administrator at the Albuquerque
Family Planning Clinic, has said that an informal
poll conducted by nurses at the clinic revealed
about 70 percent of the a.dolescent females who
visit the clinic say they will stop coming if their
parents are to be notified. The females did not
indicate whether they would stop being sexually
active.
Noyes says he feels that they are "already sexually active and will continue to be. That means
more pregnancies in a group where the risk of
problem pregnancies is three times higher than
the average."

its format of exploitation. is at
such a kitch .level as to be just this
side of laughable. Poor production values, cheap fantasy satisfiers, (temporary at best) and
growing sophistication of audience all act to soften if not deflate
its impact, Compared to commerical TV's hourly dose of character desolation, porn is nothing
worse than a u.sed rubber.
gross, but hardly cancerous.
Considered by some to be the
modern looking glass, commerical television, more than
any other media, has very nearly
succeeded in allocating only the
most dissatisfing and corruptible
roles to both women and minorities. In the guise of developing
"women's issue" programming,
producers continue to keep
women secured in secondary
power roles. The strong willed,
intelligent, (but reassuringly
beautiful) corporate head is inevitably the victim. This constant
sensory indoctrination of society
poses much more of a threat
than the random, low-budget
porn film. Compare the produc-

Official Maintains Permits
Will Help Parking Problem
Editor:

''IS 5€€KING...

UH ...

The members ofthe UHA have worked for a permit parking system
because we hope it will lessen congestion, help improve the image of
the area and provide residents with parking. A permit system in the
Silver Hills neighborhood (west of Yale) has had these positive

eff:~t:~ Mr. D.'s letter:
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1) He writes, "If the neighborhood association wants to act toward
a constructive solution, they should petition the regents of UNM to
build more student parking facilities." The UHA suggested just that to
the university in 1977 through the mayor's Parking Task Force. The
recommendations of the Task Force and the Sector Development
Plan approved by the City Council in 1978 both called for a permit
parking system. At the time, UNM accepted (in principal at least) its
responsibility to provide student parking. Evidently~tUNM will not
face its responsibility unless forced to do so.

2) Mr. D. asks" ••• how can the association possibly claim that 150
signatures on a petition represent a majority of people living in the
area?" The UHA does not claim this, and, if Mr. D. had read the Lobo
article on the subject more closely, he might have understood this
point. The city required the signatures of residents or owners representing over 50 percent of the residential lots in each block of the
permit area. The 156 signatures on the first petitions submitted
(covering 12 blocks with 232 residential lots) represent 67 percent. If
total number ofsignatures had been the test, we could have gathered
two or three tirnes that number; a strong majority of residents and
many absentee owners support the idea.

Letters Subnilsston PolicY! Letters 1o the editor must be typed, double-spaced and no more
than 100 wards. All mailed·in letters must be signed by the author end Include address and

telephone number. No names will be withheld. The OalfyLabodaes not guarantee publication
and "'ill edit letters lor length and libelous content.
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day?" As things now stand, she likely wouldn'tfind a parking place on
the street. At least with the permit system, Mr. D. could move his car
to the street .and offer his off-street parking space to his visitor. Short
term permits, good for up to 30 days, will also be available from City
Traffic Engineering for out-of-town visitors.
While 1agree with Mr. D. on the desirability of local pubs, I was in a
minority within the UHA on the matter. In any case, the question is
moot for the university area since the recent liquor law changes forbid
new licenses within 300 feet of a school.
In its heading to Mr. D.'s letter and in its earlier article on permit
parking, the Lobo characterizes the University Heights area as the
"student ghetto.'' While this term is often heard, It is inappropriate for
balanced journalism because of its strongly negative connotations.
Too often, absentee landlords, city officials (in the past) and even
some residents have felt they could tteat.the area like a slum because
it has been called the student ghetto. The UHA works to change the
image and the reality of the area through neighborhood. clean-up
campaigns, crime prevention, permit parking, commenting on zoning
changes and development plans and related activities.

The opinions exp_ressed on the_editori~l pages_ of ths New Mexico Daily Lobo are those of the
authorsoltll_y. Unsigned opinion Is that of the editor and reflecttsthe editorial policy of tho paper,.
but does not necessarllv represenl the views of the members of the Daily Lobo staff.
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Managing Editor ••• , •..•.. Judy Nakamura
Associ ale Managing Editor • , Robert Wood
News Edhot •• ,, , •• , , • , ..••. , ••• Eve Cress
Copy Editor...... , ........... Stacy Groen
Photo Editor ...... , ......... Joo Cavaratta
Associ ale' Photo Edif'br •.• , • Jeff Alexander
Graphic Artist..... , ... , •. Priscilla Gonz61ez

The power of porn is purely
the power of desired product. It
doesn't attempt to teach or
preach its shallow, simple representations of human emotion. Its
budget won't allow it. But an
hour of commerical TV programming incites, with disturbing
effectiveness, a single-minded
view of women, minorities and
all economic classes not recognized by the power to or the power of.
Judson Frondorf

Editor:
The Lobo of Jan. 26 carried a fine story by Dennis Pohlman in
which he described the efforts of the biochemistry depllrtment
to offer an undergraduate major in biochemistry, He reported
accurately whatthe prerequisites would be in Chemistry, Biology. Phys1.cs and Math. Du~ing the junior year, the major i•l
b!ochem1stry wou.ld .reqUire a two semester introductory
biochemistry course With laboratory and then a choice of senior
courses that includ!ls Environmental Biochemistry, Neuro·
biochemistry and Enzymology. Pohlman reported accurat!61Y
that "we alreay have the trained faculty we would need and the
!'"oney to begin.'' But the headline writer produced the totally
maccurate and deceptive headline, "Biochemisty Program
Seeks Funds'' I A more accurate and interest-provoking head·
line would have been "Biochemlsty Program Seeks Students".
Students who may be interested in a Biochemistry Major are
urged to contact Professor Loftfield at 277·3333.
Robert B. Loftfield
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i Friends or Relatives i

part-time---==~~-=

:=: Let _tthem kndow! We have openings for
wal ers an waitresses and food service workers (will train).
Have them apply at Food Service office. main
~ level SUB or call 277-2811. Ask for Debbie or ~
i J11lie.
i
==--==
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I would like to respond to David Dayton's letter to the editor which
appeared Monday under the headline "'Ghetto' Permits Bad Idea.'' 1
am a neighborhood resident, a graduate of UNM and current CoPresident of the University Heights Association (UHA); however, in
writing this quick reply to his letter I am expressing my own views.

15 5€'€KIN6... ''

3) Mr. D. further wonders, ''What if a friend comes to visit during the

381400

tion costs of five full-length porn
films to a single thirty~second
feminine hygeine commerical.
I'm talking about power. The
power of money, the power to
define.
In turn, free speech is simply
the freedom to spel!k. So the film
committee speaks to us in its
offerings of film .in all its varities.
What freedom of speech does
not endure is the taste of the
committee itself. They are showing a pornogrl!phic film not because they desire to provide a
broad spectrum of the film arts,
but simply because, you bet,
there's gonna be a long line at
t~e box office. Gratefully, a long
hne of people not watching the
Dukes of Hauard.

~~,.~~:,--~
~n,.~~~

1suggest that Mr. Dayton and anyone with a little time and constructive ideas for improving the a.rea join the UniversitY Heights
Association, Membership is open. Our meetings are announced in
the neighborhood newsletter which is distributed door-to•door inthe
area.

'··

THE
WILDERNESS
CENTRE

~==============:::J
2421 SAN PEDRO ~E

884-&113

lOth Annual

Wilderness Centre
Winter Sale!

Starts Saturday, Feb. 5th 9:00am

Once a year clearance on winter merchandise
New merchandise, manufacturer's closeouts and seconds

2«;!%
30%

OFF Cross Country Skis

Boots, Poles and Accessories
DOWN PARKAS
20% to 30% OFF
20~ to 31% OFF AU Winter Clothing:
on

au

::::::::s

Wool Shirts, Chamois Shirts, Flannel Shirts, Pile and Bunting Jackets Wool Socks Wool
SUfeaters, Knickers, Down Vests, Polypropelene Underwear, Powder Ja~kets, Mitts, Gloves,
Caps AND MORE!

SLEEPING BAGS
Arete
North Col
Black Ice Aurora

25%0FF

Camp 7 Down Bags:

Reg.

our best selling
down bag rated to +5'F
rated to •1O'F

rated to ·15'F

$230.00

Sale
$184.00

$275.00
$295.00

$235.00
$236.00

on all Summit Designs Hollof'ill and
Polarguard Bags (some cosmetlt seconds)

SPECIAL PURCHASES
Closeouts and Seconds
• JANSPORT Internal Frame Packs 40% OFF
• STOWE (Black lee) Down Vests Reg. $75.00 Sale $37.50
• ROBBINS Bush Pants Reg. $25.00 Sale $14,50
• BIG MAN SPECIAL No Name Down Parka Large Sizes Reg. $110.00. Sale $59.00
(made. for REI by Black Ice With labels removed)
• VARIOUS SUMMIT DESIGNS Sleeping Bag Models all with full warranty,
ALL 25% OFF stating at $63.75

. . . . . --~~-~--'

Chris Wilson ·L--~-~-----~~----~--~-----~-~
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Insufficient Funds Halt
Money Disbursements
Uy Ramona Nye

Seventeen money requests
from stuclent organizations were
tabled Wcdnesday night at the
Associated Students of the University of New Mexico Senate
meeting, because student government is out of appropriation
monies, said the ASUNM president.
Student organizations denied
money may go before the
ASUNM budget inquiry board,
said ASUNM Vice President Dan
Serrano. The board begins
budget hearings in early March.
All money requests to the budget
inquiry board will be voted upon
by the student body at the spring
election, Serrano explained.
The Wednesday meeting was
interrupted twice by an unidentified man who began shouting after funding was approved for a
new ASUNM advertising service, said ASUNM President
Michael Gallegos.
The man was quoted by Gallegos as shouting, ''The fall was
yours, but the spring will be
ours.''
Gallegos said the man, in his

Snow Storm Creates Snarls in City

Fund Drive Ends

was expected to move into the area em part of the city and another eightfrom the west late Tuesday. The car pileup. No major injuries were
National Weather Service posted a reported.
City police closed several streets
winter storm warning for the mountains and travelers' advisories else- until the accidents .or traffic jams
could be cleared. The hill on New
where in the state.
The storm snarled morning rush- Mexico 528 at Rio Rancho, situated
hour traffic in Albuquerque and San- just northwest of Albuquerque, was
ta Fe, where several schools were dosed for a time because vehi.cles
forced to operate on a delayed or were becoming stuck or sliding off
reduced schedule. Schools at Estan- the roadway.
Police at Santa Fe also reported
cia were closed for the day.
Numerous minor traffic accidents , slick streets, but said traffic was
occurred in Albuquerque during the moving slowly during the morning.
rush hour, including one that in- Some motorists said the drive bevolved 13 vehicles in the southeast- tween Albuquerque and Santa Fe on
Interstate 25 was taking up to twoand-a-half times as long as usual because of the slick pavement.
The storm was welcomed at ski
areas, which already had reported up
The University of New Mexico secretary and the Committee .of Five are to 3 feet of new snow from storms
urging the voting faculty to submit nominations for the Academic Freedom earlier in the week.
Snow also fell on the Navajo Reand Tenure Conunittee.
"It is the most important faculty committee," said Anne. Brown, universi- servation, where earlier storms created a mud and snow quagmire that
ty secretary.
Nominations for the Committee of Five, whose members are replaced each made roads impassable and isolated
hundreds of families. Tribal offiyear, are also requested.
.
In the past, nominations were submitted at the general faculty. me7tmg. cials that have been using trucks to
Since these meetings were replaced by the faculty senate, the nommatlon of get food to the families were making
contingency plans to airlift supplies
members is. done by mall.
Voting faculty includes all permanent full-time faculty members. Tempor- to the isolated homes.
ary or part-time appointments are excluded.
All members on the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee are tenured,
Brown said a nominee must indicate a willingness to serve, if elected, by
signing the form that was mailed to the voting faculty in January.
Nominations are due back to the university secretary no later than Feb. 18.

By Laura Tolley

(UPJ)- The week's second
winter storm swept across New
Mexico Thursday, dumping more
snow on ski areas and creating problems for drivers trying to get to work
in the morning.
Snow began falling at higher
elevations in the west shortly after
midnight and had moved across the
state into the eastern plains by early
afternoon. Snowfall arnounts by
midday included 4 inches at Silver
City, 3 inches at Grants .and 1 inch at
Albuquerque and Gallup.
The snow was forecast to diminish in the west, but another storm

early 20s, dem&nded ASUNM
Sen. Dan Reynolds be allowed to
speak.
"I think it was a political set
up," Gallegos said. "Someone
planted the guy in there to disrupt
and upset the Senate meeting."
The new ASUNM advertising
service was funded $2,720.
Michael Blackford was
appointed to the Fiesta Committee, and a bill freezing ASUNM
presidential and vice presidential
salaries went to the Steering
Committee for review. The sen·
&te also approved placing on the
spring ballot the question of
whether ASUNM president and
vice president should have to be
enrolled as full- or part-time students.
Other appropiation bills p;~s
sed included:
Arnold Air Society, $245; Art
Students Association Gallery,
$400; Student Trainer's Association, $450; Kiva Club, $1,800;
Student Activities Publications,
$1,400; MECHA, $1,093.75;
Fiesta Committee, $1 ,800; Raza
Unida Estudiantil, $2,194.35;
and ASUNM lipeakers Committee, $2,750.

AnnoJJncerttents in Lip Service' wm be run rhe dof
-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - available
befor.etheeYentand
the dayofthtel!enton
space
basis. Up Service
is available to alla UNA{

nan·proflt organiVJtions. Forms for Lip Servlce am

be picked up in Marron Hall, room 138 and must be

turned in by2 p.m. the day prior 10 publication.

At TRW it's what we're all about.
We've created an environment
encouraging people like you to
define and go after your individual
professional goals.
So when you work with us,
you'll get a personalized approach
to your technical growth. An
approach that includes ...

•

An informal atmosphere th~t
encourages insightful thinking.
Co-workers who value the free
interchange of ideas.

•

Responsive managers who look
out for your advancement.

•

A broad spectrum of challenging
projects to choose from ·Projects ranging from large data
base software systems.
communications spacecraft and
alternative energy sources, to
scientific satellites, high energy
lasers and microelectronics.
And you'll appreciate the
opportunity to see these
projects to completion.

us •••

Fair To Be Held

Nominations Urged

~ Ilp~~ee

In the long run we think
you'll find that TRW offers
an environment that brings out
the uniqueness in you.

February 8

TRW will be on campus February g
hiring graduates in most Engineering and Scientific disciplmes
at all degree levels.

Today's Events
The PhUoaophy Club will p~nt Phillip Lecuyer1
of St. John's Collesc in Santa Fe, who will present a
paper tilled uon Learning Language" at 3:30 p.m.
today in -the Philosophy Library, Refreshments will
be served before the talk at 3 p,f11. Jn the Philpsophy
Lounge, .Everyone welcome.
What Me Worr will sponsor a 5.band concert and
dance at 8 p.m.· loday in the Firefighters Hall, Coal
and Cedar S.E. Bar senice will be available.

Joe Cavareita

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP program raised more than $21,0DD in four days during
the phone·a·thon that was held in the pressbox at University Stadium.

PEOPLE
YOUR
GUAGE

The tiNM B1llroorn Donee Club will meel rrom

7:30 to 9:30p.m. today in Casa dei Sol, downsta.lriili
the SUB. Mlnf·lesson thts week will be the CountrY
Western Swing. 51 admission for non-mem~rs.
The Auodsllon of AccountJn1 Student• will hold a
gct-aquainted party at 1 p.m. today. Maps for
location rre available in the Anderson School of
Management Sludent Lounge,
11

HARRIS CORPORATION, a Fortune 300Compaoy with over
$1.7 billion in annual sales, has more than 25 years of experience
in advanced research, development, and production of custom
communication and lnfonnation processing systems for the
U.S. Government, foreign governments and large commercial
organizations. The Government Systems Sector of Harris
Corporation has a dual function. It is a business in Its own right,
accounting for nearly one-quarter of total sales. And it is also
the site of much of Harris' advanced technology research and
development activity. We compete selectively In areas of
technology where Harris can make significant contributions to
government programs, and where the technologies Involved
are fundamental to our· long-tenn objectives in
commercial electronics.

0th:nlatJon ro Career PI~_nalna and Platfmtnl"

will be held atlO a.m. and .again at 2 p.m. today in
the Career Services Center, Mesa Vistn-213 J.
A L<clure on Time M•••aement Will be held •t 2
p.m. today at the University Skills Cente~;t Zim·
merrila.n Library, ihird float.

A Bf&lnnlna Spailbh ConversaUon Clus, for travel
and business situations, will be offered at 1 p.m.
Mondays beginning_ Feb. '1 at the. International
Center, 1808 Las Lomas N.E. More informalion is
available from Encarha Abella at 266-9943 or the
lnh:rnaLional Center at 277·2946.
An ArabiC ttus will be offered at the International
Center• .More informallon is available from the

International Center or from Mohamed AU at 842•
6197.

Largest of Harris Corporation's operating segments,
the Government Systems Sector is composed of five divisions
and employs over 6,000 people. Sector headquarters and
four of the divisions - lnfonnation Systems, Communications
Systems, Electronic Systems, and Support Operations are located in Melbourne, Florida. The fifth division, PRO
Electronics, is located In Syosset, Long Island, New York.

tlnll~ CampusMinlstrta Sludr Gr..p will di•cuss
contemporary Concepts of biblical Christianity at 4
p;tn. today at the United CampusMinislria B_uitding.
1801 Las Lomas N.E. The sroup is nOw dealing With
the book ofEphe$1ans-. EveryOne is welcome~

The Cl~e~nlul •nd Na<l.., Ealln.. rfnl Stmlnor
will feature Dr. Geoffrey Maso11, of the NeW Me11ico
Petroleum Recovery Research Center, New Mexico
Institute of Minlns and tc,hno.Iol)', .who will speak
on uThe Mechanism ofRisinsDampinlJuildings" at
3 p.m. today ln the Farris EtlgineeringCenler, room
3SS. RerreshmentsWUI be served at2:30 p.m.

Harris Government Systems Sector also serves as a
manpower pool for the corporation: hiring, training. and
providing future leaders. both technical and management,
for upper-level placement. More than one in three employees of
the Government Systems Sector is an engineer or scientist ..
people just like you ... people who speak your language.

This Weekend's Events
The tiNM La<roiiO Club will hold its first pracilce
Bt 9 a.m. Saturday at johnson t:Jetd. Anyone in·
tci'ested hi joining is encouraaed to tittend.
Tile AStiNM Tliiorlal Confer is having a tuoors
tncetlns 12 noon Saturday in the SUB's student..
governmenl officeS. All center tutors -are uraed to

attend·.

See your Placement Office for
more information.

Tile J.,.lsh Stud.. I Uolo• will Mid a Pasta Party

at 6:30 p.m. Sillurday al the Chabad lfou••· 1801
SIBilia Chi N.E. More lnrOrmation Is aVailable from
Jonathan at292·1219 or Naomi al268-(146B.

College Relations

U.S. Citizenship R.equired

Monday's Events

TRW Electronics and Defense
Bldg. RS/8196, Dept.
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

man scholarships for academic year
1983-84.
"The scholarships are selected
A total of $21 ,281 was raised
from 688 contributions for the Uni- strictly on academic achievement
versity of New Mexico Presidential and leadership potential, and are resScholarship Program by the UNM tricted to graduates from New MexFoundation as of Thursday night, a ico high schools," Vickers said.
program spokesman said.
The foundation is a non-profit
Chuck Vickers, assistant director corporation chartered by the State
of the UNM development office, Corporation Commission.
said about 3,000 UNM &lumni were
called across the oation and were
asked to donate to the program.
The four-night affair, begun
Monday and held in the press box at
The seventh annual Career Ex• University Stadium, kicked off the ploration Fair for non-technical mafoundation's drive to raise about jors will be held March 9 in the New
$350,000 for the program by March Mexico Union ballroom,
I.
.
The fair, sponsored by tile Career
The foundation will also solicit Planning and Placement Center, the
money from New Mexico College of Arts and Sciences, the
businesses and other organizations University College and the Anderand foundations, Vickers said,
son School ·Of Management, will
The program was established six provide University of New Mexico
years ago with I00 scholarships. students in non-technical fields the
Vickers said 100 scholarships have opportunity to gather information on
been added each year until there careers and to meet informally with
were 100 recipients in each college potential employers.
More information is availajlle
class.
Vickers said UNM President John from the Career Services and PlacePerovich wants to piovide 200 fresh- ment Center, 277-2531.

For more information on career opportunities
With Harris Government Systems Sector. please contact
one of our campus representatives or write:
Carol EdWards, Manager
College Relations
Harris Government Systems Sector
. P.O. Box 37
Melbourne; FL 32901

The f'ro.MedkllProl-' Clab will meet from
7 to 9 p.m. Monday in 1he Educallo_rt Buildlna, r~orrt
101, for. ·a general meeting and electiOn or board
members.

Orf·CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

A Ledore on .Note t1kfn1 Will be it 3 p.m.
Monday In lhe University· Skills Cenfer, Ztmm~:rman

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H
U.S. Citizenship Required

Tuesday, Febi'Utilly 8
(For location. contact Placement 0/llce)

Library, third hoor.

•
Conceptions
Southwest

A1'l EQUA£ OPPORTVIYITY E/fii'£0YER

1982 issue on sole now 54
In UNM Dool<siore,
ASA Gallery, Maoron Holi 131

6

~leetf!d

local bookstores

•
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Arts

In Celebration of Black History Month!

ASUNM Film Committee
presents

Student Ghetto Offers Gamut of Cultural Cuisine
By Ann Ryan

DIANA
ROSS
IS BILLIE
HOLIDAY

-

Price Performs
A Wilde Evening

Saturday
and
Sunday
2:00, 7:00, 9:30
New Mexico Union Theatre
Undergraduates $2.00/Graduates, Public $2.50

SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance

t---------..
.

ASUNM Film Committee .•

I

1
I
I
1
I
I

I

I
I

It:

FILM
SURVEY
Thlo .,..,.,.., ond In ,...,.,• ..,,,., the AS- Film
Committee has chosen to bring pornographic films to this
campus. There Is. a controversy surrounding these films.
The ASUNM Film Committee, In Its efforts to better serve
the students, needs your Input on this complex Issue.

Should the
ASUNM Film CommiHee
bring pornographic films
to this campus

DYES

ONO

-............

I

1
~~
I
1
il1

'I
I
I
I

•

BORNE TO BE WILDE: Wednesday night in Popejoy Hall,
Vincent Price will perform "Diversions and Delights," a play
based on the life and literature of Oscar Wilde.

i7rt Sword Gnd lhr Sarcrrm - .Los Altos: Weckend
matinees- 2:30 and 4:45; Daily -7:30 and 9:30,
Tht 11vu Stoo1ts Str/kr B«lc - Don Pancho"s.

Part 1: Friday -7:1S and 10:15; Saturday- 4;JS,

1:15 and 10:15. Part II: Friday- 8:45; Satur-

1

---------PleasoNtumsu.... toboX-ot

SUB Information Desk by 5:00 p.rn., Mon. 2·7·83

Vincent Price will perfonn as one
of the world's most notorious wits
and literary figures, Oscar Wilde, in
John Gay's new play, Diversions
and Delights, 8:15p.m. Wednesday
in Popejoy Hall of the University of
New Mexico's Fine Arts Centel',
The same man who now introduces the television series Mystery
Theater, and who used to star in
chiller thrillers, has received nationwide acclaim as the beguiling Oscar
Wilde.
The mood of the play is one of
levity and wit, praised as being as
captivating as Wilde himself, the author of Picture of Dorian Gray and
The Importance of Being Earnest.
Price's portrait of Wilde is
painted from Wilde's life and literature, and is set in Paris in 1899. This
is after his two-year prison tenn for
"that love that dares not speak its
name,'' his relationship with a son
from a royal family.
As Wilde, Price spouts witticisms
and observation about love, country
and life, and nurses a bottle of absinthe. "Give me the luxuries of life,"
he says, "and I can dispense with the
necessities."
For ticket infonnation call the
Popejoy Hall Box Office at 2773121.

Bl1

Volley

Rln<h

Compan~

(8904

Menaul

N.E.) ~ Trinlly.

Bll<kAnauo(2284 WyQming Blvd N.E.)- 505.
Boaort's (Montgomery Plaza)- Sassy Jones (up.
stairs); Quarter Moon {downstairs).
Chelseo Stml Pub (618 Coronado Shopping Center
N.E.)-FM.
lltnbl'o (2900Coou N.W.)- Alma.
Frlal'tNorth(4410 Wyoming N.E.) ~The Tapes.
Frl•"• Pub (6825 Lomas N.E.) -The Striderz.
Glbloltor'o (4800 San Mateo Blvd. N.E.) -The
Shakers.
Gnlwn C.ntnl S.iatlon (3301 Jlliln Tabo)- Sa55y
Jones(on Wednesday).
Hunll'YIIelor(1200Wyomlng N.E.)- French Dip,
Ned' IE! Portal(4200 Central S.E.)- The Sox.
T••ema

Lounae

(800

Rio

Grande) -

day- 2:45, 5:45 and 8:45.
Tommy- Louisiana: Shows Friday and Saturday
night as a midniaht movie:.
Tootm- Louisiana: l2:4l, 3, 5:15, 7:30 and 9:45.
Als~showingat the Lobo:1:30 and 9:45.
77re Yudict- Louisiana: 2, 4, 7 and 9:30. Also
showing at Cinema. East: Weekend matinees - 2 and
4:30; Daily -7 and 9:30.
1h1 Wt~Trlori- Sub Union Theatre: Wed~
nesday- 7 and 9:30, Also showing at the IIi Plaza:
Friday and Saturday as a midnight movie.
Without a Tract- Coronado: I, 3!10, 5:20, 7:3S
and9:40.

DavicJ

Silverman Band.
1ht Advmturo oJDqn Qul}tJtt, an adaptation of the
~;:::::;J\book by Miguel Cervantezo will be perFormed by La
Campania de Teatro at 8 p.m. Thursday-, Feb. 10. at
I p.m. Saturday, Feb, 12 and at3 p.m. Sunday, Feb,
13~ at the kiMo Theater.. Tfckets ror theopentng gala
on Thursday will be S7 .50 in ad.vance and ticketS ror
Saturday and Sunday's performances will be ·s4 in
A/rpiQIJt 11- Louisiana: Shows Friday and advance and $4,!50 at the:: door. Tickets are available
Saturday as a midnight movie.
by calling the Nuestro Tea:tro at 256-7164.
A up/on• IllStar T,.k II- Eastdaie: Weekend .Annlt, tbe Broadway n1Usical, Will be presented
Monday, Tuesday an·d W~dncsday, Feb. 21 .. 23 1 at
matinees~ 1:30 and 3:30; Daily -7:30 and 9:30.
AU Tlult la:t- Don Pancho's: Sunday- 4:4S and Popejoy !!all, Tickets are 514, $18 and $20 (or the
9:30; Monday- 9:30.
general public, $12, $16 and SIS. far tJNM students
Bob Lt Flambtur- Don Pa:ncbo't: Wed-- With I.D. and are available ai ·all TiCkctmliSict
nesday -7:30 and 9:30; Thursday- 7:30 and 9:30. Outleu.
OJIJ Mt Bruc;- Coronado: J:lO, 3:30, ·s:30, 7:40 CannDr will b_c presented by the AlbuquerqUCOpel'a
Theater April 27-28 and May 6-7 at the KiMo
and9:40.
O.wn of the Drad- M Plaza: Shows Friday and Theater. Tickets arf:$7, $10; $11ancl SfS with student
Satur'day night as a midnight tnovie.
discounts. kesevatians cari be made by· calling 298·
0881.
Dr.Strtmttiovt-SUS Union Theatre: Thursday -1.
Entity- Wyoming: Weekend matinees- 12:30 lind A Dati's Haust, a drallia by lfcnrik IbSen·, wilt be
2:45; Daily- 5, 1:20 and 9:40. Also shows at M presented at ihe Albuquerque Little Theater Feb. 1!
through 13 and 18 through 20. R.servalions can be
Plotaat2, 4:30, 7 and 9:30.
E.T. - Louisiana: 12:30, 2:45, $, 7:U and 9:30.
made by calling the Little 'rheater al 242-4750.
Famt- Don Poncho•s: Sunday- Z:l5 and 7; -Tickctsate$6.
NJonday-7,
Klnt LHf•wili be pt.sented by the Chuslcs Theater
111111 ·aordo·n ........ Louisfann:. Shows fitiday and Friday, Salurday and Sunday, Feb. 18·20, at Popejoy
Saturday as a midnight tno\tie.
Hall, Tickets are Sl for lhe general public and $4 lor
4! HoW.~ Wintdck: I :30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30 and students and are available ilt all Tictcetrrta.Ster Olidct!i:,
9:30.
Liille lo, a spanish folk•tale opera by Former UNM
Music Doan .J.D. Robb, Will be pr.stnted by the
Gturdlrl -Coronado: I, 4:30 and 8.
l.IJdy Sintt th• 8/ut$- SUB Union Theattc: Albuqu·crqlie O[H!ta Theater l~ a ~ributc to Robb on
Saturday, Feb, 26 at the ll:iMo Theater. 'rickets are
Satutdayandsunday -· 2, 'land9:30.
I.G l'lr Cont/nu..oulld: llionday·F'riday- 7:30 and SIS_ downSta'irs,. $_10 Upstairs: Bnd $5 up!i:tairs. for
9:15; Saturday and Sunday~ 2!15, 4, 5:45,1:30 and students wilh I. D.
9:15,
Mr. Rohtrts, be Jo!hua Logan, will be presented at
Mand/nto - SUB Union Theatre: Friday- 7 and the Albuquerque Lillie Theater March 11·27. Tlckeis
9:30,
ares&. Res.ervations can by made by <ailing the Little
Man l'romS!towy Rivet- IIi Plaza: 1:30, J:Jti, l:lO, Theater at 242-431$ or 242-47!0.
7:30" and 9:30. AlSo shi>Wir1g at CPronado: I, 3-:10, A Sllr~o/LI/t, presented In two parts: Black Girl and
TWo Woinen, will be prmnted by the UNM ArroS:IS, 7:35 and9:40.
An Ofpcu and a Grntleman ~Los Altos: Weekerid Atrterlcan. Studies Friday,_ Feb. rs· RJHI S_aturday. Feb.
matinee;~ 2:15 artd4:4S: Daily; ?:IS and 9:30.
19.atthe KiMo Thoater. Tickets ate S5 lor the general
l'fllk Floyd Tho Wall- M Plata: Shows l'riday and publlc, 52.50 lor studentS.
Satutday night liS a ·midnight movie,
SqUabbltS, BsltuaUon comedt Starring Lyte talbot, is
Savamrllh Smilti- Wintock: l:U, lli5 1 5!15, 7:15 no~ being presen:t~d at the Barn Dinner_ theater.
and9;15.
Tickets ore $16.50 F'rlday, Sl7 Satnrday and $1S.SO
Wednesday through Sunday, Shows begin at 8 p.m.
Sa<rtdGround- Highland: 7:30 and 9:30.
R<!scrvations can by made-by calling tht! Barn at 28J ..
UMSophle'~ Chol<<- Wyoming Mnil: l'rida~ and
SnttrtdaY- 11 41 7 and lOi Sunday lhtd'ugh· Thur- 3338.
Sprlnjtlm~ Spnc~, a fncultY dance ·proc.l~ctlon 1 will be
SdaY- 2, sand 8.
prcsetued reb. 24t 2s, 26 and Mar. 3, 4, and S at
Spdftncus ....... SUD Union theatre: Thutsdny ...... 9:30.
~,t..~'t,'_.',.
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Rodey Theater, Tickets· areS4 ror the general public,
SJ for Student whh I. D. and are available: at the UNM
Fine Arts Box Office,
TlntYJNS, 11 musical cele:bratlon of America, will be
presented Saturday, Feb. 26, at Popejoy Hall, Tickets
are$10, $13 and Sll and are available at the Popejoy
Hall Box Office,

Seventh Annual Bach F..ll•ol, presenled by the
Orchestra or Santa Fe, wlli be held Friday, Saturday
and ~unday, Feb. 4-6. Tickets arc$9 ror rear Sealing,
511 lor select sealing and S14 balcony seating with
balf price discount for full-time Students~ Tickets ate
available from the Orchestra of Santa l='c: Bo'l: Office
·localed at theta Fonda Hotel. Meuanine, Suite 6,
Monday~Frlday., ·9 a.m. to 5 p.m., phone988-4640 or
write:_ Post Office Box209J. Sant~ f'c, New Mexico
86501.
Leo BiiKJ~)lfa, a psycologist for the Heart Fund, wiU
be at the Pan-Am in La.sCruc~ thursday, Feb. z.i, at
8 p.m. Tickets art 512. and are available at all
Ttc:ketmaster Outlets.
Jiy Bftch, Christian recording ardst, will be featured
In a concert at 7:30 p.m~ Friday, Feb•.4, at the
Alumni Chapel. No admission.
~.R.Mitchell; with the New MexicoJazzCompo.sers'
Orchestra. will be at the kiMo Friday, Feb, lJ.
Tickets arc $5.50 and are available lit all Giani Tfcket
Outlets.
NeW Me1lco Symphony On:hestra teaturing sotos by
stvcral members oftheorchestrat Will be in concert at
8:15p.m. Feb. ll and 12in Popejoy Hall. Tickets are'
$7.60, $10.60, $11.60 and SIJ,tiO for the gcilcral
public, SS.OO, S7.60, SS.OO and 59.110 for students;
and $2.60 lor student! with J.D. during Student RU!h
beg11ining :at -8 p.m·. on the eVening of the per·

rormance.
One Woy will be at Popejoy Hall Tuesday, Feb. B.
Tickets are $8 and 59 in BdVailce ilnd SIO tit the door
and will go on !ale Saturday at.the Popejoy .!!all Box
otnce,
Vhu:en_l Price-, "_DiVersions and Delight.s,u will ~c:
presen1ed at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 9, In
Popejoy !!all. Ticket! are S7, SIO nod $12, with hotlptice disCoUnts Jot students, and ·are avaUabte :It all
Tlcketmastet Ouilets.
Sonny Rollin•. will be at Popejoy Hall Friday, Feb.
tS, at8 p.m• 'rickets are SB, S9SO and 511 with rt 50
cent discount for UNM students. Tickets will gb oil
s•lc Monday, l'eb. 7 and will be available atall Oiant
Tickel Oudets.
Rush, with Ooldcn. Baring, will be ai . Tingley
Coiesium Friday, l'eb, II and Saturday, Feb. 12.
'rtckel> are Sl I and are available at all Olarit Ticket
Outlet~.
.
A !i<holanbip Bendtt featuring Sean Daniel,
baritone, and Oeorge ltobert, plano, will be held in
Keller Hail Sunday, Feb. ll at 4 p.m. Tickets are $3
fdr the,g_e~~ra~ publi~, SI.SO tor ru~uy, staff, senior
Citizens, tlturfents and Century Club members arid nrc
available at lhe Fine Arts Box Ornce.
Sen-1nt will be at the Civic: A~dilorlum Friday,. Feb.
18 nt 7 p.m. Tickets ate SS.SO In ndva·nce and nre
available atoll Oianl ticket Outlcti,
The Vtnturu will bent the Golden Inn l'rlday, Feb.
4. _Tikets .arc: $6,50 ahd arc ava.llable at au Oiunt
Ticket Outfets.
Weather Report. will be at the Kiva Auditorium
Tucstluy,Mntch I nt8 p.m. Tickets nrcS8,75, Sll.i5
ttnd $12.25 and ore nvnllable •t ail Dig ltivcr Outieu,
~·
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What's that, Bunky.? You &ay
you're tired of standing in line at the
Sub? You say the food at La Posada
leaves you flat, not full? You say
•'McDonawhatachef'' is getting a
trifle old as a lunch spot? Well, say
no more - there are plenty of small
restaurants within walking distance
of the main campus that will assuage
-your hunger for a nominal sum usually for about $3.
These are not fast-food chains, so
don't expect instant service and instant food. These are restaurants
with their own styles and specialties.
Remember, this is a completely
arbitrary list and is in no particular
order.
The first block of Cornell south of
Central boasts three good lunch
spots.
uFor Greek food, try the Gyros
(pronounced HE-ros) Diner. It has a
gyros-with-fries plate that is delicious and filling. A gyros is a generous serving of broiled lamb and beef
served in a pita with yogurt sauce,
onions and tomatoes. Whatever you
order at the diner, make sure you
order fries (50 cents small, 85 cents
large). The crisp, golden slices of
freshly sliced potato you will get are
just this side of paradise .. Also recommended: the salads, dolmas
(stuffed grape leaves) and spanakopita (spinach and cheese pie). The
Gyros Diner has a beer and wine
license.
uNunzio's is a popular pizza
joint, and with good reason. It
serves large slices with a chewy
c.rust. A slice and a beer will set you
back only $1.64. Extra toppings are
29 cents each.
crOne Dragon is one of a handful
of good Chinese restaurants near
campus. It serves student specials
(an entree and fried rice for $2.49),
but the best bet here is the lunch
buffet for $3.49. The entrees may
vary;. the eggplant in garlic sauce
and the cold noodles are a great improvement over the egg foo young
and chicken chow mein usually featured in such buffets.
uFor a real celebration, try
Amerasia at 301 Cornell SE, on
Lead. At lunch Dim Sum, a collec-

tion of Chinese snacks, more or Jess,
is served. There are steamed buns
with pork, stuffed dumplings, moo
shu pork, noodles, salads and more,
all delectable. The small plates are
$1.25 each, and they stack up on
your table fast. Take a friend and
split the cost. It's worth. it.
· Two places for fine Mexican food
within walking distance of campus
are Little Anita's and El Patio.
uFor an inexpensive and casual
lunch, walk up to Little Anita's carry-out window - the prices are
lower than they are inside. Order a
meat-and-bean stuffed sopapilla
($1.65). You will get a large sopapilla full of chunks of meat and frijoles' covered with well-seasoned
chili, red or green, lettuce and
cheese. When you finish .it you can
say, "I have dined."
uEI Patio on Harvard is a bit
more pricey, but one of the nicer
restaurants near campus, The chicken enchiladas and tacos are especially good. It has a beer and wine
license and plenty of ambience, so
it's a nice place for a long lunch.
Ah, the noble h.ot dog! It is served
in many guises near campus.·
utop Dog at Lomas and Yale
can dress your hot dog with almost
anything you can think of, and a few
you can't. Try the Chicago dog. For
$1 .40 you will get a hot dog garnished with mustard, onion, pickle,
tomato, cucumber, bell peppers and
celery salt - quite a mouthful.
aHarry's, across Central from
the Journalism Building, also has a
good selection of hot dogs. The
prices are higher, but if you enjoy
the amenities of a beer and wine
license and a video game arcade,
then it's not a bad place to go. Harry's serves the second-best fries near
campus - fresh-sliced traditional
french fries that put the fast food
places nearby to shame.
aFor .the ultimate chili dog experience, go to th~ Dog House on
Yale. Its foot-long chili dogs are a
city tradition, only recently brought
to the University area. Be forewarned - your foot-long dog
($l.25) won't come covered in canned-style chili, but in a rich, hot,
New Mexico chili that can be
addicting.

O'()fferings for vegetarians near
campus have become few in recent
years. One natural restaurant left is
the Bakery Cafe, across Yale from
the Dog House, The cafe serves tasty soups and, as the name implies, its
homemade baked goods are excellent.
uThe Hippo on Harvard is also a
place to go to for baked goods as
well as coffee, espresso and ice
cream. The coffee of the day is 43
cents (53 cents with steamed milk),
and fresh-ground, fresh-brewed coffee it is. A cafe au Jait with a Le"
Chantilly pastry will cost you $2.17,
not including tax, but you will feel
so continental.
The area around UNM is the best
area in the city for lunch. There are
even more good places to eat just a
little farther afield. Prices tend to be
reasonable, there is a variety of eating experiences offered ("What
shall I eat today? Greek? Chinese?
Mexican? Italian?"), and they are,
on the whole, unpretentious and
friendly places. So don't fret BunkJ()¢ Cavarcua
Y ••• the choice is yours.
GYROSyes,
that's
rea/lamb.
Best
fries
in
town,
too.
But
Author's note: any exclusions are
not necessarily deliberate but indi- throwing away the baskets is punishable by a fate worse
cate ll lack of time, space andlor . than death.
money to sample everything.

ASUNM

PEC & BLACK STUDENT UNION

PRESENT

Technique for Coping
Reduces Actor's Stress
By Arden Hebert

learns how to cope with balance and
posture problems.

Why perfonning artists experience fatigue, pains and limitations
while developing their skills is no
secret to Jeff Tessler and Rochelle
Raditz, certified teachers of the Alexander Technique.
"It has to do with what we are
doing with ourselves. Unnecessary
pressures and strains place demands
Upon our structure (neuro-skeletalmuscular), limit breathing, mobility, sensitivity, strength and range,"
the instructors report.
By taking Alexander lessons, one

"Applying the principles of the
Alexander Method teaches students
to use themselves more efficiently,''
Tessler and Raditz report.
Students learn to stop doing
things that delay their works by
making their unconscious bad.habits
conscious.
Students interested in taking classes on the Alexander Technique
should contact Zuback in Fine Arts,
room 8248.

SUB Recreation
To Sponsor
Fashion Show
Student Union Recreation,
formerly Student Union Entertainment, in an effort to bring unusual
and inexpensive activities to the Stu·
dent Union Building, is sponsoring a
fashion show Feb. 21 through Feb.

25.

Featuring several small Albu·
querque boutiques, the showwill be
field in the soon-to•open Garden
Court Restaurant, upstairs in the
SUB, from U:IS a.m. to 1 p.m.
The boutiques featured are Mountain Sports, Lydee's Fashions,
Casual Cotner and Lobo Miss.

TUESDAY FEB. 8TH
POPEJOY HALL 8PM

conllnent•l Shows. U~.

9$aENERAl 10$oAY

ANTIQUE

OF·SHOW

SHOW I SALE

Albuquerque
Feb. 4-5·6
eonvenllon Cente.r

1vt11n-o 11 rOll IilLI

FRIDAY 12-9
SATURDAY 12-8
SUNDAY 12·5
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BERNALILLO COUNTY
LEGAL CLINIC

last Workshops
for 65 Miles!

• Adopllpns, •• , , , ..... , ........., $95,00

Still Open:
Discorrwo-step

• DlvorcetJ,., .••.•• ·~ •. ~ •• ,. ~ •. $70,00
• Bankruptcies,, ... ,,, .. ,, .... $175,00

Sign

• Wills ......................... $2o.oQ

~p

Sports

Foote, Lobos Kick Lady Buffs

Wolfpack To Host Lobo Open

UNM Ballroom Dance Club

jewish Student Union
is Now Forming!
Join us for a Pasta Party!
Meet old and new friends.
Saturday Feb. 5 at 6:30pm
Chabad House 1801 Sigma Chi Rd. NE
For more information call Jonathan at
292-1219 or Naomi at 268·0468.

If you have some old
vOdka lying around1 add
it to La Paz Ma~rita
Mix and you'll have
some old Russian
Margaritas lying
around. But not
for long.

No one did It' better than Alison
Foote in last night's game in the Pit.
The Lobo sureshot scored 26
points to lead the University of New
Mexico to a 91-61 victory over the
West Texas St11te Lady Buffs in non·
conference basketball action.
A second-half rally by the Lobos
resulted in the final score, after
UNM led WTSU by only seven
points at halftime. The Lobos came
back and literally ran off with the
game, by scoring 54 points.
"I was. scared in the first half,"
UNM Coach Doug Hoselion said.
''State has a good fundamental

team. But we got hot aUhe end of the
second half." The Lobos running
game was the key to the second half
blitz.
UNM had three other players in
double digits. Muff Reinert finished
th!l game with 18 points, Debie
Leeper was next with 17 and Yvon·
ne McKinnon added II. Leeper was
the game's top rebounder with 14,
Foote grabbed nine and Reinert
seven, as the Lobos outrebounded
the Lady Buffs 51 to 3 I.
''We knew that when we got the
12-point lead, we could go into a
defense that would make them have
to beat us from the outside,'' Hose!-

ton said. WTSU got the ball inside
but didn 'i get many clean shots
against the tough Lobo defense.
"They (WTSU) were very patient
in trying to get the ball inside, but the
ladies did a very good job of collapsing and blocking out for the re.
bcunds. We adjusted on defense two
or three times, and every time it
worked," Hoselton said.
·
Downstate rival New Mexico
State University will take on the
Lobos in a conference game 5 p.m.
Saturday at the University Arena.
The Lobos lost their farst two conference games last weekend, but
Hoselton .said tbe team is taking confidence into this next game.
"It's going to take an effort like
tonight to beat New Mexico State,''
Hoselton said. All the Lobos need to
take into the game is last nights fast
breaks.

Aztecs Cage
Lobes, 61-37
By Steve. King

Cardiograms
Are Coming!
The annual Valentine's Day classifieds will begin Monday, Feb. 7. Special rate of 10 cents per word per day
for students.

ON GUARD: Tim Fullmer tries to guard Keith Smith of San
Diego State during the Lobos 61·37/oss in the Pit Thursday
evening. Smith scored 15 points, contributing to the worst
home loss ever for the Lobos in the Pit.
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Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Fast, Free Delivery

I
11
1
1
1

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$1 50
•
$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
El<pires: 2·15·83
Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE

262·1662

I
II
I
I
1

1
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

$ 75·
•

$.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 2-15·83
Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE

262·1661

Group Picked
Mayor Harry Kinney announced
the fonnation of a "steering committee" for the upcoming NCAA
Final Four Tournament, which in·
eludes Bob Poole among its mem·
hers.
Othet members of the committee
will be Leon Griffin, head of the
physical education department at the
University of New Mexico, the City
Council chainnan and Kinney.

Kinney said the organization of
the event will be a "joint effort with
3920 Central SE
the city and UNM. With the leaving
262·1662
®
of Bob Poole, we got together with
® _ _ _ _ _. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _• Griffin.,
UNM, and volunteered Leon
. ._ _.,;Uiiimiiilteclilolj,Diiiell·v•iolryi.A.i.ru
..._ __._ _ _ _ _ _ _

1
1
1

,.-------------------------,

I
I

Feb, 4 7:30·9:30pm

Casa Del Sol

Filing loea additional. No appointment nooes·
sory, 123 YALE SE 242-2222'

Sports

I
1
1

Lobo linebacker Johnny Jackson
received his trophy for being named
Western Athletic Conference defensive player of the year, athalftime of
last night's University of New Mexico - San Diego State basketball
game.
The 15,640 fans cheered wildly,
but they didn't realize that that might
be the last time they cheered for a
Lobo that evening. Most of them left
before the 10:00 mark of the second
half of what was probably the worst
prefonnance by a Lobo team, in a lot
of years.
The Aztecs outscored the Lobos
39-19 in the second half to win, 61·
37, and to hand UNM its worst con·
ference, home loss in the school's
history. The Lobos just missed the
record for least points scored in the
Pit (36), set by Dartmouth in 1972.
UNM trailed 22-18 at halftime,
but San Diego State scored the first
10 points of the half. Lobo Craig
Allison hit a free throw four minutes
into second half, for UNM's first
point of the half.
All-American Michael Cage,
who led all scorers with 20 points,
came to play in the second stanza, as
he worked inside for easy baskets or
fouls, after being silenced in the first
half. SDSU's slick point guard
Keith Smith notched 15 for the winners, while teammate Eddie Morris
added 10.
The Aztecs won the battle of the
boards, 43-33. SDSU's 6-foot-l I
inch center Leonard Allen pulled
down 11. The visitors shot a torrid
72.9 percent from the floor in the
second half, after shooting only 31
percent in the first 20 minutes.
Niles Dockery and Tim Garreti
led the Lobos with eight points
apiece. Dockery scored six of
UNM's first 12 points, but didn't
score again until the 7:00 mark of the
second half. The Lobos shot a frigid
26.5 percent from the floor for the
game.
The Lobos will try and stop their
four-game losing streak, Saturday
night when they host the Hawaii
Rainbows.

lET US DO IT FOR YOU
ASUNM WORD PROCESSING CENTER
Lower Level U.N.M. Union Bldg
277 - 5992
M- F

11J:001m lo 4:00pm

Valid Thru March I, I 983

By R()n Martel

Lobo wrestling Coach Sill Dot·
son said that aggressive, hard wrest.
ling, with an eye toward the upcoming Western Athletic Conference
Tournament, will be the focus of this
weekend's Lobo Open.
Wrestling will begin at 10 a.m.
Saturday in Johnson Gym. ·rhe
Lobos will face competition against
which Dotson said he expects to do
very well.
"Basically, it's an individual
deal," Dotson said. "We'll be entering our whole squad irt order to
give some of our other kids who
haven't had a chance to wrestle
some experience competing, and to
keep our varsity kids on their toes."
Competing in the Lobo Open will
be Phoenix Community College,
which is ranked fifth in the nation,
and seventh•ranked Arizona
Western.
Other schools sending teams to
the University of New Mexico are
Pima College, Mesa College, Glen·
dale Community College, Northern
Arizona University, Western State
College, Southern Colorado Uni·
versity, Highlands University and
Fort Bliss Air Force Base.
"We feel it's pretty good com·
petition to evaluate ourselves. That
is our primary purpose of having this
tournament here with this caliber of
competition," Dotson said. "Each

of our kids has certain things "that he
needs to work on. That's what we'll
want to measure this weekend. •'
Dotson said that the intense training, stressing hustle and aggressive·
ness, was aimed at conditioning and
sharpening techniques for the upcoming WAC meets.
· When the Lobos take to the mats
this weekend, they will take with
them the experience of four·time
All-American Brad .Bittennan, who
was signed this week as a new assis·
tant coach.
Bittennan came to the UNM from
Northern Michigan University,
where he wrestled three years for
Dotson before both transferred to

UNM.
Dotson said Bitterman was a
"great addition" to the coaching
staff. "He can help out the bigger
kids," said the coach. "He can
wrestle with them and still compete."
Dotson said he hoped the attitude
of an All-American wpuld rub off.
Bittennan said that he has gained
a lot from wrestling and now he
hopes to give some back.
•'This is what I like to do. I hope
to make my career in this," Bitter·
man said, "I wrestled with these
guys last year. I'll try to keep these
guys in shape and lend some experi·
ence."
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!I Yale Dlood Plasma Inc. !1
122 Yale Blvd. SE Alb., N.M.
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266-5725

$5.00 Bonus
,
to all fhlt time donon

$1.00 Bonus
btra Val•nttn•'• Donus for fh• children
of 'fh• All faiths A.c•Mng Hom~

with this coupon and
a valid student or military ID.
Umit one per donor.
Offer expires 2·11·83
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Herrera, Weiss
Represent UNM
In Competition
Anthony Herrera and Cindy
Weiss won the Campus Billiard
Championship and will represent the
University of New Mexico in the
Lite Beer/ACU-I Regional Intercol·
legiate Billiards Championship at
Fort Collins, Colo., on Feb. 18.
Also advancing to the regional
competition are Avi Fuerst and Fred
Weiss. Fuerst won the table tennis
championship, and together, with
Fred Weiss, the two will try to cap·
ture the men's double table tennis
crown. Fuerst played extremely well
last year, placing second overall in
the regional competition.

MRYTHINGYOU ALWAYS WANTED
IN ABEER. AND LESS.
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Lobos To Host
Zia Track Meet
The second annual Zia Classic indoor track meet will be held Saturday at Tingley Coliseum. Texas, Air
Force, Arizona and Colorado will
compete against the Lobos.
TeJC:as and Arizona are both
nationally-ranked, but Del Hessel,
University of New Mexico head
track coach, said he is encouraged
and optimistic about UNM's
chances.
"We are going after this meeting
with an aggressive attitude,'' Hessel
said. "It would be a great boost to
our prestige to be able to challenge
these teams for the title." Texas
won the inaugural meet last year.
The UNM men's track team
opened the indoor track season with
an 81-45 victory over Northern Arizona Saturday in Flagstaff.
TheLobos, who won IOofthe 14
events, were led by juniors Ibrahim
Hussein and Dwayne Rudd. Hussein
broke the arena record in the 3000
meters with a time of 8:33.8, and
Rudd broke the UNM record in the
triple jump with a leap of 53' 5W'.
Rudd also qualified for the NCAA
meet with his perfonnance against
the Lumberjacks.
"There is little comparison between this year's team and our squad
last year,'' Hessel said. ''This team
is much stronger, more experienced
and much more aggressive. The
team's mental toughness is a major
key to our improvement. "

I

I
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t. Personals

Hall.
217
LOST: STEREO TAPE player (Hitachi) in free
parking Wednesday, Reward, Call 621.5899.
2/4
CLMM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
tfn
8:00a.m. to 4:0() p.m. dally.

2110
KUfFLINKS.
TA.OS SKI BASH! Feb. 12·13. Low rates and excellent snow! Call SWdcnt Travel Center.277·2336.
2/IQ

3. Services

,\PI'I.E OWNI\RS/USERS -· I need infrequent use
of printer compatible with Apple II pills wordprocessing program. Wlll pay reasonable fee. Call
Leslie 884-5123 or277-5123,
2/9
MCAT REVIEW BY the UNM Pre-Med Club starts
Feb. 14. For more Information, call277-6565 .or stop
by room24·DSUll.
2/14
SUBMIT TO YOU!l creative desires. Conceptions
Southwest Is now accepting ~ubmissionsln literature,
visunl arts, film, video, dance and performance, 277·
S6S6.
tfn
SAINT JUDE: THANKS for the grades. Ric.
214
wt;'RI> AI.L IIE,\RT' Your Valentine fudge and nut
shoppe. The Mixed !lag, 121 Yale SE, V. block south
of Centntl.
2/4
ISADELI.F, FROM SWIT'LERLANU - The phone
number you gave me was wrong. Please contact the
French guy, Michel, 1710'A OoldSE.
2/4
JOIN A CAMPUS group that has fun and serves the
.:ornmunlty ut the sum~ time. Alpha Phi Omega, the
people who sponsor luminurlns, Hanging of the
Greens, April Fools Dedrnce, etc., nrc lookinQ for
new members. Come to our first meeting Feb, 7 at 7
p.m. in the SUD room 231-C.
2/7
WANTEU: ,\THU;TICALLY EXPERIENCEI)
women for first division soccer team. 255-2959
evenings.
2/4
STUDENT VOI.UNTF.F.RS NmmED in 35 com·
munity agencies. Gain sntisfactlon of service and
vnlunble experlence. cull247·0497 or256-1663. 3/4
CONTAC'I'S·POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WI~ GOT I)(STRIDtJTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frumcs. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54,50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaDelles.
tfn
l'ASSI'ORT, mENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Fast,
Inexpensive, pleasing, Lowest prices In town! Two for
$S, Four for $7. Near UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
SE, on the corner of Silver and Wellesley, or caii26S·
1323.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling, Phone 247·
~~

SUPERIOR AND SYMPATHETIC design and
construction. Greenhouses, additions, interior
2/9
renovations. 843·6035.
OVERW.:IGHT? NEEP OVERWEIGHT people for
an all natural program. Call255·9866.
219
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC's Guitar Cemer, 143 Harvard SE.
265-3315.
tfn
TYPIST, ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
gcnius,242·3093.
2/28
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY Engllsh MA/editor,
Vast experience w/dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 256-0916,
2/8
PIANO, UEGREED, EXPERIENCED, reasonable.
266·6212.
2/21
A· I TYPIST. TERM papers, resumes. 299-8970.
2/28
GUITAR LI~SSONS. ALL styles. 21 years teaching.
John Mitchcll268·0496,
2/14
ACCURATI\, QUICK TYPING/charts/graphs in
my home. Call The Other Office 884-6564,
2/14
TYPbWRITl<:n REPAIR SERVICE. Work
guaranteed. 242·3227, 842-1623.
217

4. Housing
THEATRE MAJOR" WITH TV, tyPeWriter a"nd sense
of humor seeks place to Jfve starting March 1st. Call
268-3743. I can cook.
2/4
A NEWLY REDECORATF.O basement apt.
Fireplace. 204 Ash, 243·3524, 294-2257.
2/4
ROOMMATE WANTED. FEMALE. TWO·
bedroom, two-bath townhousr near Tanoan Country
Club. 5198/mo, plus ~ utilities. 821-3017 evenings,
883-6262 days.
2/4
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share apt,
with 34-year-old male graduate art student. Someone
happy and neat. No drugs please. 268-3971 ext, 216
day or night.
214
I'OR RF;NT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 14]0 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
THE CITADEL-SUPERB lo~ation near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation

~

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization. ubortion, Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn

2. Lost&Found
LOST: GOLD WEDDING band. Reward. Jim 277·
3884.
2/10
J.OST: ONE ALMOST friend. Last seen In the Time
lone wearing a tired smile. Answers to the name of
Dlll·yum. If found, please handle with TLC.
214
LOST: BLUE CHECKBOOK 1·27·83. Caii888-495S.
2/4
t'OUND: CALCULATOR CASE w/software.
Describe and claim at131 Marron Hall.
2/4
t'OUNU: P.O. BOX key in parking lot near Scholes,
Has number on tag, Identify and claim In 131 Marron

Work Study Jobs

.--------------,
I
I

I
I
I
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1

I
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1

1..2 Ilk. s. ot c.mr.r

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
MAT • GMAT • OAT
OCAT • PCAT • VAT
SSAT • PSAT • ACHIEYEMEIITS
SAT • ACT • TOEFL • MSKP
NAfl MED BDS • ECFMG
FLEX • VQE • 1108 • Rlt BDS
CPA • SPEED READIIIG

I

ACROSS
1 Wet
5Bog
10 Arrived
14 Instrument
15- union
16 French pals
17 "Be civil"·•
a words
19 Music sign
20 Kicked out
21 Minor prince
23 "Bus Stop"
author
25 Plant part
26 Squanderers
30 Pine l(!af
34 Get rid of
35 Boat blades
37 Noted
38SIIkworm
39 More chancy
42 Bounder
4:Yrurnlp
45 Requirement
46"Get-on I"
48 "LayoHI ..
50 Breathed
52 Tille
54 Lacerates
55 Ore handlers

DOWN
1 Extinct bird
2 Eastern
name
3 WW-1 battle
4 Caressing
5 Coaster
6 Conflict
7 Border on
8 Paragon
9 Make-believe
10 Bottles
11 Of the USA
12 Various:
Abbr.
13 O.T. book
18 Spree
22 Scottish

Deadline:

For mtormal1on, PI•••• Call·

I :00 p.m. the day
before insertion

265-2524

MCAT Class
Starts Feb. 19th
Space Limited

HP41C WITH MEMORY module $150. Call 277·
3580.
2110
MAGNA VOX, PORTABLE VHS video recorder, 2·
4·6 hrs playback, home unit, color video camera lx6
~oom power. Like new. $1600. Khaled 277·2928/266·
4591,
2/10
WATERBED MATTRESS, LINER, heater/ther·
mostat, $60. 277·3520, 293.5312.
2/4
VW 1970 FASTBACK, solid engine and tran·
smission. $800. Call821·8857,
2/9
HITACHI STEREO RADIO, recorder, turntable,
two speakers, $220. Complete 39 gallon aquarium
with frame and fish $100, 25" consule color TV $80.
Khaled 277·2928/266·4597.
2/10
SHARP SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR m.odel E1·
S06H. Used one semester for Stat course. $18 or best
offer. 299-4722.
214
1971 VW DUG, four-speed stick, AM·FM radio, 11ew
tires, physical and mechanical condition excellent. All
reasonable offers will be considered. 299-4722.
2/4
UNM STUUENTS 15% discount with J.D. ~t
Treasures 'N Pleasures. New and used furniture and
ceramics. 1517 Eubank NE near Constitution, 292·
7722. Visa nnd Mast~rcard,
2118
KING WATERDI\U. HEATER, frame, liner,
mattress. $100. 265·2688.
2/7
MAVERICK '75, U,S, $1,390.929Buena Vista SEA·
102SMH,
,. 217
RECONDITIONEU SELECTRIC I typewriters
$495. G.I.C, 292·6467 (mornings), 296-3415
(evenings).
2/23
BRAND NEW IBM correcting Selectric II $899, GJC
292-6467 (mornings), 296·3415 (evenings),
2123

APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN for positions at
the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the Jemez Moun·
tains. Need nurse, riding staff, counselors, handyman
and kitchen aides. Call243·9581.
2110
DELIVERY DRIVERS PART·ti111e. SIS Bellamah
AveNW.243·3524.
2/4
SUMMER ORIENTATION JOBS available,
Conduct campus tours, assist new students, conduct
orientation programs, and staff information booths,
Work·Study preferred. Applications due Feb. 18 at
Dean of Students Office, Mesa Vista 1129, 277·3361.
2/4
OVERSEAS
JOBS - SUMMER/year
round,
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $5()().
$1,200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write UC,
Box.S2-NM·I, Corona Del Mar, CA 9262S.
2/lS
MEN AND WOMEN needed to sell imported
Moroccan leather goods, shirts, dresses. Also high·

Trav~l

9. Las Noticias

MAZATLAN SPRINGBREAK. GET on it before it
leaves without you, 88H668, Dave,
219
H,\WAII, ROUNP TRIP, $300, Leave Feb. 23,
return March 9, Tracl268-7864, 822·5301,
218
.ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
in the Daily Lobo,
tfn

THANK YOU P.E.C, for the exciting finish to the
Talent Show. Band winner: The. Muuz. Solo winner:
Jack Wolfgang.
2/4
CLUB7 MEETING? ORG,\NIZATION7 Advertise
in Las Noticias.
tfn

Cardiograms
Are Coming!

,. i~~·v~'\

\~.

,&jr

Tell that someone spe.cial how much you
1
love him or her. The annual Valentine's Day
classified ad section will run Monday, Feb. 1
through Monday, Feb. 14. Special rate of 10
cents per word per day for students.
~
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THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

explorer
24 Notched
26 Waste wealth
27 Soup
28 Lake and
canal
29 Falcon
31 Room .lay-out
32 Shove oH
33 FiniShed
36 Jockey
40 Bold
41 Struck

44 Cushions
47 French wind
49 Drunk
51 Endorsed
53 Play
55 Hit
56 Additional
57 Black: Poet.
58 Bowsprit
60 Antitoxins
61 Markers
62 Cashews
65 Mature

Classified Advertlslng-UNM Box 20 ·
Un~iverslty of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
(On Campus, Redondo at Yale-Marron Hall t 31)
Please plate the following classified ad In the New Mexico Daily Lobo
-times beginning
and ending
nder
the category circled at the left.

Personals
Lost 8.. Found
Services
Housing
5. For Sale
6. Employment

1.
2.
3.
4.

7. Travel

8. Miscellaneous
9, Las Notlclas

One word In each

bo~

ple.lse

Phon~------------~

'"

ARMY·NAVY GOODS •
504 YALE SE

Words~------Ltte_____________

Total S.___ _ _ __

times) with no refunds.
$1.00 minimum charge
Terms: Cash In advance.

s

8

C)

10

12

13

14

IS

16

17

IR

IQ

20

21

l2

l3

24

26

l7

ze

29

2

3

(:)

7

II

nmes._________

~1. ~\JI')IJIJ\'~,t,

.

Rates: 17¢ per word per day;or
60¢ per word per week (five

4

I

Name---------------

~ WFSI'

W,\NTEO: CHEAP, FUNCTIONAL three-speed
bike, 265·6568,
2/8

New Mexico Daily Lobo

C.Uegories

265·7777

7.

6. Employment

59 Enters:
2words
63 Gray wolf
64 Former
Greek
premier
66 Lined up
671con
68ln- - :
Routinized
69 Writes
70 Ventured
71 Colleen

~.flUPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Pre~~~~~ofgig•ciallsts

5. ForSale

8. Miscellaneous

fashion and novelty belts, headbands and accessories.
20"1o commission. Must have car. Contact M.lchcl M.
lbguy (or leave name and phone number) at 1710!4
GoldSE,
tfn

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

for Spring Semester.
Apply ot Food Service
Office In the SUD

I
I
CITY
I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
J & A Large Soft Drink
$1.65
I
wttl1 coupon 1oc111y
1
127 Harvard SE

room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. )520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn

.

25

30

